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Upcoming Issue 37 - "3D Printing”
With the growing popularity of 3d printing and the lowering cost of both 3d printing services and 3d printersthemselves, now is an exciting time to take a closer look at 3d printing and Blender. We are going to look at whatat it takes to print something in 3d, the services/materials available and some of the more popular 3d printers onthe market.
What we are looking for:
• Do you have a 3d printer?
• What kind?
• How does it work with blender, what do you need to keep in mind during the design phase
• Do you use a 3d printing service?
• Which one, what has been your experience, what have you had 3d printed?
• Designing for 3d print, what do you need to keep in mind
• Using 3d printers for rapid prototyping and product design
*warning: lack of submissions could result in an entire issue of fuzzy bunnies, puffy hearts and a galley filled withrandom images off my hard drive …. …… goes off to check number and variety of images on my hard drive …. justin case.
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Having recently discovered howeasy it is to create and re-useNode groups, I decided that itwould be oh so efficient to build a Libraryof useful Node groups that I could link orappend as needed.
It would be nice if I had decided this 6-7months ago because I would now have apretty cool library of Node groups that Ihave seen in various tutorials.
Oh well, since I have to start somewhere, Iam going to start with a Vignette group. Ireally like the effect of a Vignette and itonly requires 3 nodes. Which makes ithighly annoying that I can't rememberhow to set it up from one project to thenext. This of course means every time Ineed it, I have to go to Andrew's BlenderGuru site and scroll through a tutorial un-til I get to the part where he applies theVignette so I can see how to do it onceagain. Creating a Vignette Node Group willallow us to skip this time consuming step.

Okay, so let's create that Vignette.
• Open Blender
• Switch the 3D view to the Node Editor (Im-age 0) and toggle the Compositing button
• Select Use Nodes
• A Render layer node and a Compositenode will appear, just move them off to oneside as they are not needed right now
• Add the following 3 Nodes (image 1)
• Distort > Lens Distortion

• Convertor > Math
• Filter > Blur
• Connect them up and then press Control +“G” to create a Node Group (image 2)

Once you have the Node group, there arejust a few more things to adjust to createthe promised Vignette and to make it userfriendly.
• Press “Tab” to open the Node group
• At the Top, change the name from “nodegroup” to “Vignette” and press the “F” to theside of the name, to create a false user (thisprevents Blender from deleting the nodegroup when we close the file).
• In the Lens Distortion Node, set distort to1
• In the Math Node, select “Greater than”and set the value to “0”
• In the Blur Node, select Fast Gaussian, Rel-

ative and choose a Percentage in the X and Y

(20 is a good amount.)
That it for the Vignette setup, real easy.Now to make our Node group a little morefriendly and to help those of us withmemory issues :P.
You can see on each side of the openedNode group that there are new little sock-ets. You create those by dragging from

one or more of the sockets of the Nodesinside.
I chose to give my new sockets names thatwould clue me in to what I needed to con-nect into this Node Group next time I useit. For more complicated groups, youmight consider opening the text editorand jotting down any notes or directionsneeded to make this node work for future

IZZY SPEAKS - Add-ons save the day
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IZZY SPEAKS - Add-ons save the day

projects.
• Okay Save your file with a useful name like “Node

Group Library”
• Then save it somewhere you can find it easy forfuture use.

Now to use your cool new library in a future pro-ject
• From your project blend, set up and render yourimage
• Switch the 3D view to the Node Editor and togglethe Compositing button
• Select Use Nodes
• A Render layer node and a Composite node willappear

• Pull your rendered image (or layer) into theRender Layer Node

Now we need to import our Vignette from theNode Group Library

• Shift + F1, browse to where your library is saved
• Click on the Node Group file and then on “NodeTree”
• Your Vignette Group should be visible, select it
• You can Link or Append depending on what youneed for the project

Back in the Node Editor
• Add > Group> Vignette
• Your Vignette group now appears (image 5)

• Now connect your Node Group and adjust forpersonal taste (image 6)
Super easy and a great way to re-use useful nodesetups without manually setting it up every timeyou need it.
Okay, now I am off to collect more useful groupsto add to my Library
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Introduction
Firstly, I want to remind you of what we have done be-fore. I wrote about the modeling and lighting two is-sues ago. In this tutorial I will tell you how to use basiccompositing settings. We will add into our scene: defo-cus (DOF), glare, blur, color balance, vignette and mixnodes. Let's start.

Step 1 and 2
Before compositing, we have tocheck the layer's settings. InMain Layer, both layers are se-lected. Check the second im-age. As you can see in thebackground layer, only thesecond layer is selected. Don’tforget that in the backgroundlayer "All Z" is checked.
All Z is about the objects whichare behind each other. thebackground plane is behindrocks which is why we have toselect All Z.

Step 3
Quickly do a render to startcompositing.

Step 4
Go to the node editor and changefrom Shader node to Compositingnode. Then select "Use nodes"and "backdrop". The Main RenderLayer and a Composite Outputnode will appear.

Step 5
Add a "Defocus" ( add-->filter-->defocus) and "Viewer" node(add-->output-->viewer). Now, wewill attach the main render layerto "Defocus" and "Defocus" tothe "Viewer" node to see the res-ult. So connect the Main RenderLayer's Image to "Defocus's Im-age" and "Z" to the "Z". In thesame way, connect "Defocus's Image" to "Viewer's Image".
If your "Backdrop" render is too big like mine, press "V" a fewtimes to reduce it. You can increase the size again by "Alt+V".

Step 6
Let's push it aside and take alook at "Defocus. Check out"Preview" and check the "Use z-buffer" option. Make "fstop" 10and check the result. Fstop isyour blur level between 0 and128. But don't make it 0 be-cause your render will be full ofblack. And if you make it 128your blur will disappear. Okay, now, we have a good “Blur”node!

6
3D WORKSHOP - Big Bang Compositing

by - H. Riza
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Step 7
Now, we will addsome nodes forvignette compos-iting. Add a "LensDistortion" node(add-->distort-->lens d.) andmake the distortvalue 0.1. Then attach it with the Render Layerand add a "Math node" (add-->convertor-->math). Then set the operation to “GreaterThan". Attach the "Lens Distortion's Image" tothe first value and make the second value zero.Add a new "Blur" node (add-->filter-->blur) andmake it "Fast Gaussian. Check the "Relative" op-tion and and give two random values to "X" and"Y". See the image and check your settings! Wewill see the result later in "Color Balance".

Step 8
Add a new "Col-or Balance" node(add--> color-->color balance)and make its"Gain" near to ared color. Then,attach the "Blur"node's image with "Color Balance's".

Step 9
Now, we will seethe result. Add anew "Mix" node(add-->color-->mix) and makeit "Multiply".

Then attach one of the images with "Color Bal-ance" and other with the "Render Result" image.Now take the "Viewer" node and attach it to themultiply "Mix" node. You can see the result.

Step 10
Add a new"Render Layer"(add-->input-->render layer)and make itBackground Lay-er. This will beour backgroundplane's node.

Step 11
Add a new "GlareEffect" node (add-->filter-->glare) and at-tach it to a"Viewer" node."Glare Effect" willgive our scenesome awesome lights. "Iterations" is about thelength of the light. "Color Modulation" is aboutthe colors that are in the main light. For ex-ample, if you increase "Color Modul", you willhave colorful lights. But we don't want that. Thatis why we make it zero. "Threshold" is about thepower of the lights.
If you reduce it, the lights will have more energy.So, make it zero for more light. "Streaks" is aboutthe number of your lights. If you reduce it, thenumber of lights will reduce. Three is fine. "AngleOffset" is about angle of your lights. We don'tneed it. And "Fade" is the brightness of your

lights. 900 is fine. Attach the "Glare" node to a"Viewer" node. You will understand that I amtelling about what up to now. Change the valueand see the different result.

Step 12
Add a new "Blur"node and make it"Fast Gaussian"and give thesame value to"X" and "Y". Ofcourse, you cangive differentvalues. But if you give different values, this willbe against the rules of physics. I suggest making"X" and "Y" 100.

Step13
Attach "Glare"and "Blur Effect"with "Mix" nodeset to Add andsee the result.

Step14
Look at the im-age. I deleted allthe "Mix" nodesto see what wehave doneclearly.
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Step 15
Now, check theimage. I addedall the "Mix"nodes. Attach"Vignette Group"and "Render Lay-er" with a "Mix"node set to "Mul-tiply". Then, attach the "Defocus" and "MultiplyMix" nodes with a "Screen Mix" node. Go to thesecond Render Layer and attach "Blur Effect"and "Glare Effect" with a new "Mix" node. Then,make the "Mix" node "Add". Then, attach the"Add Mix" node and "Screen Mix" node with anew "Screen Mix" node. At the last, add a new"Composite" node ( add-->output-->composite)and attach the last "Screen" node with a "View-er" node and with the "Composite" node. "Com-posite" node will help us to see the allcompositing settings in UV/image editor.

Step 16
Yeah! We havedone the "BigBang Scene" fi-nally. Save therender. I hopeyou enjoy on thistutorial! See youlater !

Emission TextureTIP!
I've found out it very difficult to light ascene using image textures because everypicture has different lighting. To comparethis, you can simply add the emissionshader to the original texture image.

As you can see, by changing the strength ofthe emission you can light only oneelement of the scene without affecting theothers.

Using this technique you can control everyaspect of the picture texture such assaturation, hue, brightness, contrast etc.before you even start lighting the scene. Itis even possible to create the whole scenewithout using an additional light source.

by - Krzysztof Bozalek
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Introduction
Tweaking the lighting - colors, color balance, lightbalance, shadows etc - can take a lot of iterations. Towork efficiently you need fast feedback of the changesyou do.
If you use the traditional approach to re-render afterevery change, tweaking just one light can easilyconsume hours of precious time. The tedious andmonotonous aspect of this work takes away the artisticspirit and tends to lead to sub optimal results. If this is true forstill images it is even more important for animations.

The workflow described below makes heavy use of Blender'slayer system, render passes and uses the compositor to do allthe real lighting stuff. This workflow was developed to be ableto efficiently get the result I wanted for my animated short.
The basic idea is to break down each light contribution into aseparate manageable piece. Having all these parts at handleaves you with a tool to explore various lighting approacheswithout the extra penalty of having to re-render a shot.
A note on the used blender versions: The example used here ispart of a movie project which started 3 years ago, andtherefore I used Blender 2.49 for everything except thecompositing and VFX. But the techniques described here aredirectly usable in the current Blender version as well.

Planning the lighting
To get the most flexibility out of the lightgroup workflow, it isnecessary to thoroughly plan out all the pieces you want tohave control over. This includes the following:

What lights do I have in my scene ?
Well that is pretty obvious. But in this case the term lightshould not be seen as a single lamp in Blender, but as a lightsource in a more general way. This could be the sun, ambientlighting, bounce lights etc.
In the preparation of my example scene I have the moon as amain light source, the lights in the cage as a secondary lightsource (which are more restricted in range) and finally I have ageneral ambient light, coming mainly from the bouncedmoonlight. So the setup is pretty simple in regards to thenumber of light sources.

What objects/characters and/or environment parts do I havein my scene, which do I want to handle individually ?
Usually you want to control how a light source (e.g. the moon)acts on individual pieces of your scene. The moonlight playingwith the girl's dress has a very different quality to it than themoon light on the distant cliffs. To be able to find the rightlighting balance between the main parts of a scene, you haveto divide it properly. Separating the main parts allows you tomore easily set the focus for areas of interest in your shot.

What level of control do I want to have over individual parts ofa character/object ?
This is the next level of partitioning the scene. There may beparts of the main objects which need to have specialtreatment in terms of their reaction to light. To balance outthese parts, you might want to have control of themindividually. While some of these aspects can of course beachieved through material settings, it is faster to plan for theseparts to be separately addressable.
Ara, the girl in this example, has her dress, hair and face as themain contributions to her appearance. Being able to controlthose pieces individually will also help in the finalcompositing/lighting. While the main division is done using the

9

by - Martin Lubich
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layer system, this is more a mixture of using thelayers and material/object IDs.

Executing the lighting plan
Lets have a look on how these planning stepswere realized in the current example.
• I use the moon, the cage light and some ambientlighting as contributing light sources.
• I want to have control over the girl, cage,foreground and background.
• I want even further control over the girl's dressand hair.

With this I will need the following setup:
• a background part with layers for the moonlightand ambient light
• a foreground part with layers for the moonlight,cage light and ambient light
• the girl with layers for the moonlight, cage lightand ambient light
• the cage with layers for the lights and a cage light
a VFX (mainly clouds) layer without any lighting

Lets have a look at the actual scene setup inBlender.

Here you see all layers activated and the setuplooks a bit crowded. You can see that render

layers are created for each light and main part ofthe scene as discussed above.
Let’s have a closer look at one specific renderlayer.

Here we have the render layer for theforeground (ledge) lit by the moonlight. Forclarity I have only activated the layers which arereferenced directly by the render layer setup.
Now this is much simpler. I have a simple buffershadow lamp acting as the moon, which lightsthe ledge. But you may also notice a small lampat the position where Ara is walking. This is ashadow only lamp and will only create theshadow Ara casts from the moon light. So whynot using the first moon lamp to create theshadow and spare the extra lamp?
Using an extra lamp here gives the advantage ofa much better resolution for the shadow, whichis something to be considered. As you can see,the main moonlight lamp spans a huge volumeof space. If I used this lamp as shadow source,the created shadow would be very blocky andnot well defined. One could increase the bufferresolution and sampling parameters, but this allhas its limits and does not lead to a satisfyingresult in this example.

The solution is to use an extra shadow only lampwith much lower volume coverage. This shadowlamp is also placed on a layer together with thegirl and the ledge. So although the layer is notrendered in this render layer the objects still castshadows, which is exactly what I want.
Another thing to notice are the individual renderpasses activated for this render layer. Apart fromthe Combined and Z pass, I have included ashadow pass (with the option to be excludedfrom the Combined pass) and the AO pass to beexcluded too, but not rendered out. Why is this ?
Well, I do want to have full control over theshadows later in compositing, so I remove theshadows from the combined render and createan individual pass for it. With this it can beadded again later but at my own discretion andartistic need. And the excluded AO is importanttoo. As the name 'Ambient Occlusion' alreadysuggests, the AO effect must only be used withany ambient lighting and never with directlighting as is the case with the direct moonlight.Doing this will give you much better and lessharsh (and in a way 'more correct') AO shadowsin the final composite.
These considerations and steps are now done foreach light group/object pairing. To arrive at thefull lighting setup I break down the placing of theindividual lamps in much the same manner asdescribed above.
What cannot be done in post is to change thedirection of the lighting. This still has to be donein the initial scene setup before rendering. Andhere is where another iteration round is due. Butwe can apply the same principles to this step aswell: focus only on the aspect you want tochange, in this case the direction of the light andits impact on the image.

www.blenderart.org Issue 38 - Power Of Compositing.
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I do this by using a lower poly environment andcharacters and a material override with a simpleclay material, which renders extremely fast.Furthermore any AO is disabled. With this setup Iinvestigate each individual light source in termsof light direction and shadow attributes. Theturnaround time is very fast for this type ofsetup. On my system (AMD quadcore 2.7 Ghz)the rendertime was around 1-2 sec.
I found the reduction to this very basic setupvery enlightening (pun intended). It lets youfocus on the very specific aspect of each light ina very concentrated way.
See here for such a quick render:

The nice thing about light is that it is additive. Soyou can really concentrate on one light source ata time and with the clay render you have almostinstantaneous feedback about the desired lightproperties. All the other properties such as color,shadow intensity, light balance etc. can be donein the compositing stage.
These steps have to be done for all the layers inquestion and can lead to quite a crowded scene.One of the problems you can run into is that youmight run out of layers. In this case you have tosplit the scene into several blender scenes andrender each one individually.

Another important thing to note is that all lampsused in the render are all pure white. No color isused. This will all be introduced later duringcompositing.

Rendering
The next important step is to disconnect therender from the lighting phase, is to render outall the render layers and passes into individuallyaccessible files, or as in case of this example intoone multilayer EXR file, which holds all the layersrendered.
I do not execute the compositing step as part ofthe main render. This is done as a second step(and in my case even in a different version ofBlender). The drawback here is that you createpotentially big files, but disk space is relativelycheap and the benefits of doing it this way by farexceeds any disk space considerations. As a sidenote, one FullHD frame from this shot takesabout 140MB, which is a lot, but blender canhandle this quite well.
Compositing - doing the actual lighting
Now lets take a close look on how to use allthese layers to create the final composite andapply the lighting in the process.
Just like in the process of breaking down thescene, we do the reverse here - step by step,always concentrating first on the individual partsbefore looking at the bigger picture.
Setup up the moonlight for the foreground:
I create a file input node and open the multilayerEXR file I have rendered out. All the individualrender layers are accessible through the

dropdown box at the bottom, where I justchoose the one called ledge_moon. You can seethe connectors for each of the render passes andlooking at the combined and shadow pass givesus the following basic images.
For now the image is quite dark, but that will behandled a bit later. What has to be donebeforehand is to add the shadow back to theimage. This is done by multiplying the shadowpass with the base image. In this case I first haveto prepare the shadow pass, so that it can beused without introducing artifacts, especially atthe borders where nothing was rendered (thealpha value is 0).
You can see that for regions where alpha is 0, theshadow pass is totally black. For the parts wherethere is no foreground that is ok, but at theborder where antialiasing is done we haveintermediate grey values. Multiplying with this
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uncorrected shadow pass would give us darkborders around the ledge which are very visiblelater in the final composite. To correct this I haveto make sure that the transparent regions areturned into white instead of black.
This can easily be done using the alpha channel.Inverting it and adding it to the shadow passresults in the following corrected shadow pass.

Now everything is fine and I can use the mixnode set to multiply to introduce the shadowback to the image. Doing this will just recreatethe image as if I hadn't removed the shadow andlet Blender render the whole thing. To add thelevel of control I desire, I add an RGB node afterthe shadowpass before we connect it to themultiply node. With this I have a wide range ofcontrol over the attributes of the shadow.

Before playing with the shadows, add another

node (one of my favorites in regard to doing thepost lighting); the color balance node.
See here for some quick examples which showthe different results you can achieve with justthis single node.
Increasing the Gain, while lowering the Liftincreases the contrast. You get a very hard lightsetting. Playing with the Gamma affects themidtones, where you can also tweak the natureof the light. What’s even more powerful now isthe control you have over the color with this typeof setup. Playing around with the colors can giveyou completely different moods and lightingsetups and offers you a huge range ofpossibilities to achieve the look you are aimingfor.
With this setup it is quite obvious that theworkflow for setting up the correct color moodwith the lighting is much more efficient andflexible than doing so with just changing thecolor of the lamp and re-rendering after everyparameter change.
In the case of the current example, I want toemphasize the cool light of a moon and will usea more blueish light setup and at the same timea relatively harsh light with lot of contrast. Thisalso emphasizes the inhospitable environment

the girl is currently in.
For each lightsource/object pairing I use thisnoodle arrangement for the basic setup.
Foreground Ambient Lighting
For this I just copy the same setup I used for themoonlight and use the render layer'ledge_ambient' as source. In case of theambient light we have no shadow pass butinstead an AO pass which we use in the exactsame way as the shadow pass. For the ambientlight I want to have less contrast and more colorto the green.

Combining Moon and Ambient Lighting
Combining two light groups is easy. Just use theMix node set to the add operation. Light is bynature additive, so it’s a very easy task to do this.You can control the amount of mixing with thefactor value of the mix node, but in myexperience it was better to control the mixing abit more explicitly. After each light group I put aHSV node and mainly use the Value Slider tocontrol the amount of light this light group

www.blenderart.org Issue 38 - Power Of Compositing.
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contributes. Thisgives me the controlover both inputs andI even can go up to avalue of 2 to doublethe amount of lightfrom a group
If I just add the twolight groups togetherI get a quite washedout image, becausethe ambient part ismuch too high. Ididn't pay too muchattention in theinitial lamp setup tohave a properbalance here. It isnot necessary and italso helps to betterjudge the singleambient pass clayrender during thelamp setup phase.As all the layers arehandled with float values, it is no problem ( interms of clipping or quantizing) to adjust thelight groups to the amount I want.
It’s now just a matter of adjusting the Valueslider of the ambient HSV node to tune theambient light to a level which is in accordance tothe targeted result. The main effect you achievewith this is to lighten up the shadows which arepitch black. You also lighten up the moonlit partsas well, but this is not so noticeable. Anothereffect you get with this is colored shadows. Asthis mimics how real light works you do not haveto resort to tricks like giving the shadow of alamp a tint, but can do so by choosing what coloryour ambient light has.

Adding the Cage light contribution
It’s now just an easyexercise to setup thenoodles for the cagelight for theforeground. Thecage light shouldhave a warmer hueto it so I chose morered tones from theColor Balance node.With the HSV node Ialso tune theamount of this lightsource to be visibleover the moon lightand especially in theshadowy regions.

BackgroundLighting Setup
Doing the exact same procedure with the moonand ambient render layers for the backgroundgives me the following result.

Combining Background and Foreground
Now comes the next step. When combining lightgroups you have to add them together. In thiscase we have broken down parts from the scene,which have to be stacked together using theAlphaOver node.
Again to have full control I attach a HSV node toeach of the scene parts(Foreground/Background) to be able to easilybalance out thelighting.
I tone down thebackground layerslightly and reducethe saturation a bitto give theforeground ledgemore focus.
Adding Sky and Mist and finalizing theEnvironment

I have now added two additional render layers,one for the sky and one for the mist coming up

www.blenderart.org Issue 38 - Power Of Compositing.
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from the canyon. We do not have any explicitlighting on those layers. A color balance node isused to provide simple color correction and thenthe layers are combined with the AlphaOvernode to form the full environment.
Setting up the lighting for Ara
The lightgroupsfor Ara are themoon, ambientand the cagelight. For each ofthese renderlayers I do asetup in thesame way aswith the ledgelayers.
For the moonlight I againchoose a moreblueish tint, aswell as a highcontrast setting.
The cage lightshould be awarmer light, soI choose a moreorange/yellowhue. Thecontrast is alsonot as strong asthe moon.
And finally we set up the ambient light. Ambientlight typically has a low contrast and to go withthe color of the ambient light of the environmentI again choose a more greenish tint.

Again all theselightgroups get aHSV node tocontrol theirweight and are fedinto Add nodes.The ambient lightis a bit too brightso it needs areduction. Usingthe followingsettings yields anice balanced image of Ara.
Using these three lightgroups for Ara enablesyou to 'sculpt' with the light. The range ofdifferent expressions by just manipulating thecontrast and tonal ranges of the 3 contributinglights is amazing.
Combining Ara and the environment
Now is the time to put together Ara and theenvironment. Again each of these two parts getsa HSV node before feeding into an AlphaOvernode.

This is already quite nice, but lacks the contrastand punch I want it to have. First the

environment is too bright. And second it lacks abit of contrast and could be a bit more on theblue side. Instead of going back to the individuallight groups of the environment layers, I chose toput an additional color balance at the end of theenvironment setup. With this I can do thenecessary color correction and get the balance Ineed

Preparing the cage
The cageconsists oftwo renderlayers, thecage itselfand theglowingorbs inside.This setup isvery simple.
Adding the cage to the scene.
The cage is now added to the image using anAlphaOver node.
With this the lighting setup and basic
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compositing is done. Now the tweaking can start.My workflow during the movie was always todevelop a basic setup for a rough lighting andcolor and then iteratively refine the bits andpieces of the scene. The main knobs to turn arethe HSV nodes and color nodes for each part.
You may have noticed that I rarely use the RGBCurve nodes for these sort of things. That isbecause I find it hard to exactly parametrize itsvalues. It’s just a visual estimate if I have thecurve setup ok. And furthermore with themissing parametrization, RGB Curves cannot beanimated.
Compositing - Postprocessing
With the basic image in place we now add all thelittle things to make it really stand out and fitinto the animation.
This phase typically involves nodes which will usethe Z information of the image (DOF,atmospheric effect, motion blur etc). For thesesort of manipulations I have prepared an 'all'render layer where all objects are present, butrendered with a default clay material. With this Iget the Z for the whole scene as well as variousObject IDs and the speed values. It depends onthe complexity of the scene and the need for all

those channels if I actually choose to add an 'all'render layer.
Adding motion blur
The effect is not very visible here but it adds thatextra bit of believability to the scene whenwatched as an animation.

Making Ara stand out and giving her a bit of anethereal appearance.
This can very easily be done by adding a glow toAra. Here I use the node output of the combinedAra layers as starting point. I add a blur node, setto fast gaussianand a relativesize of 2% forthe bluramount. This isthen added tothe main image.In this case Iuse the factorof the mix nodeto control theamount of glow

I want to add.
What has to be mentioned here though, is thatadding the glow will most likely brighten theobject too much. If this is the case I just go to theHSV node of the object in question (Ara in thiscase) and lower it a bit, so that the overalllighting balance is restored.
Add glow aroundthe cage
I use the sametechnique aswith Ara's glowwith the cage.

Add someanamorphic glare to the orb lights
The orbs inside the cage act as a light source andthus they are very bright and typicallyoverexposed. Very bright lights also tend tocreate light streaks with real world cameras. Inthis case I want to mimic the anamorphichorizontal streaks seen in various movies. (StarTrek XI made extensive use of this effect).
For this I start with the orb only layer and addanother HSV node to really boost the intensityand feed it into aglare node. Thisglare node is setto have just 2streaks and onlyproduces theglare effectwithout theoriginal input.For additional
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control/boost I add an RGB node before addingthe glare back to the image.
Final adjustments
In this case I just use a simplebrightness/contrast node to finally tweak theimage. This would also be a good place to add afinal color balance node instead.

This concludes the description of my basicworkflow. You may notice some differencesbetween this final image and the one at the startof this article. The top image is actually directlytaken from the movie. Originally it wasprocessed at 1920x1080, while all the examples

here are at half the resolution. Furthermore, inmy real compositing setup there is much moretweaking going on which I decided to omit herefor the sake of clarity. In the download you willhave the simplified as well as the full version Iuse in my movie.
About the movie:
• Ara’s Tale is a CG animated short written anddirected by Martin Lubich.
• Production start was in summer 2009 and theinitial idea was to have a very short (1.5 min) moviemainly for educational purposes. Duringdevelopment this short has grown and has reachednow a size of 7.5 min. It started out as a one manproject, but during the development Philippe Rey(music) and Mikkel Nielsen(sound) joined the team.
• This is a non commercial project and the work onAra’s Tale is done in the free time of each teammember.
• The production of this movie follows the idea ofthe Open Movies done by the Blender Institute(Elephants Dream, Big Buck Bunny and Sintel).
• That means the whole process of creating thismovie is open and done with preferably opensoftware. The movie itself will be released under aCC license. All the production files and assets will bereleased under a CC license as well.
• The full development can be followed at
http://www.loramel.net.

Here is the link to the zip file with the blend filesand the multilayer exr. The file is 39 MB.
The provided blend files only work with blenderversion 2.60a and 2.61. As I did the wholeproduction with 2.60a I never tried the file(s)with the recent 2.63. Now that I tried it withrecent versions, I recognized that unfortunately2.62 and 2.63 do produce complete garbage

About the Author
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Introduction
Stained is an upcoming indie game title from RealAxissoftware developed using Blender and Ogre3d. Stainedis a side-scrolling, platforming and combat action gameset in an ancient, mysterious castle featuring detailed3D environments with a continuously changing gameworld.

Events in Stained are triggered by breaking objects placed inand around the castle. Outcomes are determined by the com-bination of glass pieces that litter the ground, leading to a vari-ety of experiences. Novel ways to break objects have to bethought of which will keep the player guessing what the nextpuzzle will be. Victory in any fight in the game is usually tem-porary, as defeated foes may form again, or reassemble toform entirely new ones. The game-play is fully interactive andphysics based – each character’s uncanny abilities have to bekept in mind to think of innovative ways to proceed throughthe game!
Stained was developed entirely with open-source software.Modelling and level design was done in Blender, the graphicsare powered by OGRE, and bullet drives the physics engine.Stained levels are designed in Blender using a level editor thatwas also built insideBlender.
The level design toolsinclude a bunch ofscripts that the userwill have to run in-side Blender, whichin turn, will providean easy to use inter-face to add and re-

move objects insidethe game map. Ashort video given be-low explains whatcan be accomplishedwith the level cre-ation tools.
Game Trailer :
http://www.you-tube.com/watch?v=O5Hf7Cr3HAQ
Game Website :www.stained-thegame.com
Stained Level Cre-ation Process InsideBlender :
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OmZ7xluyryQ
And lots of screenshots : http://www.stained-thegame.com/gallery
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Introduction
Hi, I want to give you a little information about how mylogo animation was made.
After I had designed my new logo in Inkscape I impor-ted a ‘light’-version of it into Blender using the SVG Im-port function (File -> Import -> SVG).

Once I had the vector in Blender I separated the parts fromeach other by using the ‘Separate’ function (‘P’).
To be able to rotate two objects with individual pivots arounda shared pivot point, I parented both of them to an empty.
For the collision Iwanted to have aconvincing effect, soI set up a rectangleexactly in the spacebetween the twoparts. It was shade-less white with a tintof green for themassive glow effectand a copy of it forparticle emission.
The shadeless whiterectangle was onlyrendered for theframes of the colli-sion.

To set up a nice com-position I started todivide the wholescene into Render-layers (RL).
• RL 1: Contains thebasic objects + theparticle emitter
• RL 2: ContainsONLY the white rect-angle for the gloweffect
• RL 3: Contains acopy of the logo butin total black color
• RL 4: Contains acopy of the logo butin a much brightergreen

The general setupwas to use Al-phaOver Nodes toarrange the layers asa stack.
Now I could startwith compositingeach layer in a differ-ent way.
I gave RL1 a nicesubtle glare, a veryintense Glare + Glowfor RL2 and Blur forRL3 and RL4, butwith different valuesto give a very specialglow effect.
Here you can see theglow which leaves a
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MAKING OF - A Logo Animation
thin border around the logo, this way the brightglow won’t distract from the also rather brightlogo.

Then I rendered the scene several times with dif-ferent Renderlayers active.
This is how the final cut in the VSE looks like:

Finally I put the rendered video into the emptyVSE again and started Sound design. The bestresults could be achieved by using keyframes forthe ‘Volume’ and ‘Pan’ value
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Introduction
Greetings to BlenderArt Magazine readers. My name isOsman Enrique Acasio. I am an Industrial engineer liv-ing in Venezuela and use Blender in my daily work. Inmy free time, I am devoted to exploring the potentialof the software and creating particular projects in com-bination with other free software such as GIMP andMakeHuman. In fact, the present article’s purpose is totry and explain how I created the following close-up portraitby using Makehuman and Blender in a combined workflow.

The 3d model
The modeling base to createthe close-up portrait is ob-tained with MakeHuman, apowerful tool to generatehuman models. With thesoftware, I created the char-acter to my liking. Once onehas the desired characterand poses, it is exported tothe wavefront format (withan obj extension) to take itto Blender.

Texturing
The model exported toBlender requires a smooth-er mesh which is gained byapplying a SubSurf Catmull-Clark modifier. The follow-

ing step is to add the textures (color, specular and bump) tothe model. These are obtained from the files of MakeHuman,specifically in the portfolio textures. The Bump texture modi-fies the mesh using grayscale values. I also use GIMP to applyan unsharp mask filter.

The sculpting
Using the sculptingtools, I smoothed thecheeks of the modelin the Sculpt Mode.The Flatten tool isideal for such a pur-pose. In this stage Ifocused primarily onmaintaining the pro-portions and beingcareful to keep thecheeks smooth.

Lighting
For this project, I in-tended to use softlateral illumination.This type of illumina-tion gives excellentresults and makesthe texture of theskin stand out whichis an ideal techniquefor portraits. I carryout different testsusing several camer-as. For each test, Ihave created differ-ent lights that only il-luminate a certain area of the model. These tests give me anidea of how it will light the portrait.
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MAKING OF - A Close up Portrait
Adding extra geometry
Eye details
I use extruded plane poly-gons to make the eye-lashes and the eyebrowsof the character. They areput in their place manuallyone by one.

Hair modeling
The hairwas alsocreatedwith geo-metry.This way Ihave morecontrolwith thedesign ofthe char-acter's hair. I have the option of testing with sev-eral looks and different cuts of hair. Makingseveral tests helps to determine which is themost appropriate look and which is better beforethe camera lens.

Rendering
I created anumber ofseparate lay-ers. Each lay-er savesinformationin the *.tga

format. The main layer is the Ambient occlusionand then there are layers for the raw render, aspecular layer and a reflection layer. I modify thereflection layer so that it only affects the lips. Seethe following image for further information.

Compositing
Finally, with all the layers rendered previously, Imerge them using nodal composition. With thistechnique, I have more control over the process.I can modify each layer separately, changingtheir color, illumination and contrast etc. To tryand reduce the CG-like appearance, I apply ablur and a lens distort to the final composition.

Several tests
In the search of the ideal portrait to show in thisarticle, I experimented with several looks, fromseveral camera perspectives and with differenttypes of light. I also used the node RGB to BW toconvert the image composed in colors to whiteand black as test.

Final portait

After many tests, I found the image with which Iam happy. See the following image for thecomposition nodes I used to create the final por-trait
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Introduction
Hello to all the Blendheads around the world.
I am Bidjanga Achilles, I am based in Yaound, Cameroon(Achillo for friends and artists).
Thanks foremost to the developers of Blender. I have fi-nally finished my first short film using only Blender, I havemade a 10 minute film titled "NDZAMI", which in Frenchmeans fetishes. A brief synopsis: it is a question of a crippledwoman collector and traditional practitioner who fightsagainst animals be-witched by one ofher collectibles.

I have been usingBlender since June2011 and after sixmonths I decided toimprove my trainingby making a shortfilm. Obviously Ihave encounteredseveral obstacleswhile improving myabilities.
Through a combina-tion of Blendermagazine articlesand several tutorialsI managed a satis-factory result. Over-all, it took me 15months in total to

complete this pro-ject.
I would like to men-tion that the festivalEcans The Black,chose my short filmfor its first broadcastin Cameroon
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BLENDER - Create Your Own Video Game

Introduction
So you want to create your own video game but you don'tknow where to start making the awesome ideas that youhave? Well read on and I will set you on your way to creat-ing your own game.
I am assuming you have no idea what it takes to create agame and you are here to find out how you can start offso I will state everything you need to do to start game making.

Step1: What you need..
So you have played and watched great video games and youreally enjoyed them. Now you want to start making worlds ofyour own, playing them and having others enjoy them too.
Depending on whether you think developing a game is hard ornot, this is a question that only you can answer, the key here istime. If you have time in your hand (and a computer of course,internet helps too), you can start creating games, learning toimprove your skills and creating better games.
Sure many of the games you may have played such as Gearsof War, Fifa, World of Warcraft, Call of Duty took years, millionsof dollars and a team of about 12 people to complete thegame. But this doesn't mean that you can’t create your owngame with no money at all. Like I've said, all you need is thetime and motivation.

Time and Motivation
I have started many projects before and ended up abandoningthem. Not because of lack of money but because of lack of

time and motivation.
When working on a game it can get really boring especiallysince you are working on your own. The progress can be veryslow and on top of that you have other things to do such asschool or college, going out or family time which means thatyou don't have the time to work on the game so you end upabandoning it.

Here are a few games that I ended up abandoning:
• Land of Lords [RPG]
• Golf Game
• Jump the Game [Four levels so far]
• Online 3D chat system [W.I.P]
• Land of Lords (talent needed) RPG [ON HOLD]
• Pirates and Cannons
• Blender Chat (NETWORKING) [WIP]
• [Move to WIP] Wizarding world.[Animators + Modelers
• [WIP] ~Barn Town~. 2010 Contest Game.

What you learn from unfinished projects
Unfinished projects are not a waste of time as you can learn alot from them. First of all you will learn more about yourselfand what you are capable of. Maybe the project was too bigfor you for now. This is a good lesson to learn because thenext time you do a project, you will be able to know what youcan do in the amount of time you have.
Secondly, if you did start the project and got some of it done,you would learn whether it worked or not. This could be codeor art. This means that you are learning while you are creatingthem game.
Things that I've learnt from my projects include modelling 3Dobjects, texturing, animation and a lot of coding. You mightthink it is straight through coding the game, but you need

by - Shemseddine Boukhatem
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planning for that. By failing to finish a projectyou will know where you went wrong and knowhow to fix it next time.

Using google to teach yourself
The best way to learn is by teaching yourself. Ifound that by learning how to use google prop-erly, I was able to find a lot of useful informationabout how to make games.
You will need to know what to search for to findthings that will help. Examples include:
• programming tutorials
• game tutorials
• learn blender
• game development

Also check out the local library for game devel-opment or programming books. Books like thesereally do help you.

Step2: Learning Game Development
Game Development involves many things put to-gether. To make a game you will need Artisticskills (2D and/or 3D), Programming skills, leveldesign, GUI (Game User Interference), Dialogueand Text and many other things. But to really be-gin creating a game you will mostly need artisticand programming skills.

Programs for Creating Games
There are many programs that allow you to cre-ate games and each of them has a taste and afeeling but I will be only focusing on two, one for

2D game developing and the second for 3D gamedeveloping.
Both of these are free of charge and do not needany experience to use them (apart from knowinghow to use a computer).

Game Maker

Game Maker is a simple program that allows youto create fun games.
When using Game Maker you get more than justa program, they have their own market placewhere you can share and play games submittedby the users. You can also submit yours toowhen you make a game.
You can download the free version of gamemaker at their website http://www.yoyo-games.com/make.
This is a really good starter program which al-lows you to gain experience making games.
They have Drag and Drop methods for creating agame where you can drag whatever objects youwant to a scene that you have made and assignactions to that object. You can make the objectsstationary or have it move about randomly. Youcan also make the objects solid so you can usecollisions.

Game Maker has everything you need to make agame such as timers, titles for the User Interfer-ence, spirits which are the image you can create.Everything is organised in the folders on the lefthand corner and you can develop your game onthe right hand side of the screen.
When you install the program, you can start offwith a tutorial which is automatically there whenyou start it for the first time. I really advise youto do this tutorial as it will help you with gettingused to the environment.
Game Maker isn't just for beginners, as you pro-gress you can make very complex games andlevels. The Game Maker Scripting Language willgive you a lot more freedom in creating thegame by providing the ability to add networkingand even going 3D.
Game Maker is a very powerful software with alovely community willing to help anyone.

Blender
While Blender is mostly used by 3D modellersand animators it also has a very powerful gamingengine. Learning Blender might be harder than

learning Game Maker but it allows you to createfully functional 3D games with the standard of atop end game.
Blender offers you all this plus it has one of thebest communities I have ever encountered.People are very willing to help you and answer
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any questions you have. Also they have a newschannel called blendernation and also amagazine that will keep you up to date witheverything that is blender.
The software may be hard to use but with all thehelp you will be getting, I will say that it is aseasy as Game Maker or even easier if you havethe time to learn it.
The user interference is very flexible and mightlook messy at first look but in time it will allowyou to work with the software the way you wantto.
I suggest the best way to start learning this pro-gram is not to dive in the Game Engine but tolearn how to create the 3D content and be com-fortable with how the software works. This thenallows you to go into developing the very gameyou want to build.
Games are built in the Game Engine by using lo-gic bricks. These are similar to what Game Makerhas but this is more advanced. With logic bricksyou can create a very good game and there areexamples of what can be done if you look at theBlender website.
When you open the program please don't be putoff, you can play around with it for a bit and seehow complex it is but then I advise you to have alook at some of these tutorials to get you started:
Youtube tutorials: to get you started. Follow thelessons to learn more and more and do whatthey do too.
Blender Cookie: I wish I had these when I star-ted. These tutorials will definitely get you startedand be a pro at blender in no time.

Blender manual: if you would like to learn fromreading then this is very helpful.
You can find more tutorials out there by typingblender tutorials on google or on youtube. Thebest way of learning is to practice, make mis-takes and learn from the mistakes.
When you start getting comfortable with Blenderand have made a game or two with logic bricks,then it is time for you to start programming.Blender uses the scripting language called Py-thon. This is a very powerful language and thebest thing I've used for many reasons.
Learning Python doesn't just allow you to createcomplex games in Blender, but when you learnpython it will be much easier to learn other pro-gramming languages to make games. (The bestone for game making that the industry uses isC++ which I learned after Python)
I really suggest that this is the route for you totake as it will get you to where you want reallyfast.

Step3: Getting help and finding a com-munity
So now that you are learning how to makegames and teaching yourself online, you mighthave loads of questions and don't know where togo about asking them. This is where you shouldfind a community to join.
Joining a community is very good because youwill be able to get more news about the soft-ware, get help when you are stuck, be aroundpeople who have similar interests as you andalso learning from others work and showing oth-

ers you work.

Blender Artists
http://www.blenderartists.org/forum/ This is thebest for-um forBlender.This for-um hasover100,000membersand it isone of themost act-ive for-ums I've seen. The forum is organised in manycategories and they are all active. I really adviseyou to join here.

Blendernation
http://www.blendernation.com/ Get the latestnews from the Blender world. This website hasall kind of Blender news from projects that havebeen finished to user groups meeting and tutori-als.

Game Maker Forum
http://forums.yoyogames.com/ This is the officialgame maker forum. The community is very help-ful and the forum will give you a lot of help withanything you may need. There are also user sub-mitted tutorials and useful content.

Joining a team
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It is very hard work to keep yourself motivatedwhen working on a game on your own. Ormaybe you want to create a game but don't havea game idea yet or even you want to experiencemaking a game but don't want to start your ownjust yet. Well why not join a team?
In the forums I have suggested, they will haveareas where you have team projects. You canlearn a lot from joining a team such as being ateam leader, organisation, keeping to deadlinesand exchanging ideas.

Game Makers Group
I have created a group called Game MakersGroup 2 years ago whereI got members fromBlender and Game Makerto join and create a teamwhere you can exchangeanything related to gamemaking. Some of themembers come and go asthe website become inactive sometimes butsome of the members have stayed for the ride.
Game Makers Group have helped out a lot ofpeople who wanted to start with game makingand didn't know where to begin. We also hadsome team projects with many people joining in.To get an experience of making a game in agroup, join the Game Makers Group.

Step4: Where to go from here
So now that are in some sense a professional atmaking games using the software discussedabove, you will need to experience other engines

and languages and make games for differentplatforms. When you start learning more pro-gramming languages, there will be no limit towhat you can do next.
If the content you are creating is very good youcan even sell your game on markets for xbox,iphone, facebook, and also android.
Unity is a program that lets you create gamesand export them to many different platforms in-cluding iphone and the nintendo wii.
If you have got to this point, you should be ex-perienced enough to find your own way of whatto do next. Just keep in mind to keep on learning.

Step5: My experience
I have had an interest in Game Making at a veryyoung age. I was 13 (this might be old to somehere) and in year 8 and I had no idea where tostart with making my own game. I searched a lotof places and found some online programswhere you can create a game but these websitedidn't look like the soft of thing I wanted.
At that time I wanted to make a game because Iliked games and also wanted to sell it and thesewebsites didn't cut it for me.
I searched and searched for many months. ThenI kind of gave up on game making and wanted todabble in animation. I had no money since I wasyoung and I had a lot of free time so I searchedfor programs. The first program I downloadedwas Daz but it had no support and I wanted tocreat my own characters which it didn't let me.
I eventually stumbled onto a program called

Blender as I was searching on youtube for 3D tu-torials. I immediately downloaded it. I opened itup and there was so much going on and since Ididn't know the hot keys, I had no idea what Iwas doing. Pressed a button there and then butdidn't know what was going on. So I closed it andnever used it again.
Few months passed by and I got the bug of cre-ativity. I wanted to do 3D animation. So I gaveBlender a second shot. I searched for tutorialson youtube and followed some of them and nowI was a little bit familiar with Blender and cancreate a lot of things. I was so happy.
I carried on learning Blender for more monthsand one day found a video about the Game En-gine in Blender. This was perfect. A program thatcan create movies and games all in one. I startedcreating small games (unfinished of course) suchas collecting coins and all of that and thisseemed sogood to meso I lookedfor moreand moretutorials.
One day Ifound awebsitecalledBlenderartists which had so much useful information.From this point on, I didn't have internet in myhouse. I didn't get to sign up to Blender butwhen I visited the local library, I saved as manypages from the website as I could and put themon my USB to read them at home.
As I read more and more about the game engineI felt really comfortable with Blender. I was also
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doing a lot of animation and 3D modelling. 2years later, in 2009 I decided to sign up toblender since we was getting the internet back. Ispend a lot of time on the blender artists websiteand learnt so much from it and the people wheregreat and I made a lot of friend from there.

My name there is Retro World
I created many projects which I stated earlier inthis article which I never got to finished and alsojoined projects that where started by others.
The first game that I completed was called GuessMy Number Game (Done In 30 MINUTES)
As the title says, I finished this game in 30minutes. This wasn't like a serious project but itwas to me to show that I can finish a game. Ofcourse I was more experienced but I wanted tocreate a simple finished game.
In March 2, 2010 I created a group called GameMakers Group which will bring together peoplefrom two software packages that taught me howto make games. This was a community for me toteach others games and also create games in agroup. The site had classes and many membersbut then my internet went off once again and thecommunity of the Game Makers Group startedto decrease. When I came back to it, I was stillable to get users to come back and join and weworked on more projects, at this point I was try-ing to create my second full game which wascalled Cow Fall.
CowFall was made in Blender and it took me afull weekend to finish. I was happy with thisgame and everyone else seemed to of enjoyed it:D

We tried to make a Game Maker version as ateam, I wasn't really involved, but the team diddo well and almost finished it. I am not surewhat has happened to it.
Anyway GMG (Game Makers Group) was active attimes and we still get the team to talk every nowand again, sometimes more than other times butit isn't the way it used to be. This is when I didn'thave the time and I needed to get more organ-ized.
I was inactive for a very long time until a fewweeks when I decided to look at GMG and alsoBlender Artists. I decided to post and I kept post-ing on this blog also and I found that BlenderArtists is holding a competition, hosted by one ofmy friends and GMG member mokazon. I de-cided to join and document everything on thisblog. I hope I am able to finish it in time andkeep my motivation up to create the game.
I also hope that GMG (Which is older than 2years now) stays alive and keeps on going :D
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Step1.Choosewhat youwant towrite.
• Tutorials explaining Blender features, 3dconcepts,
techniques or articles based on the focused
theme of the issue.
• Reports on useful Blender events throughout the
world.
• Cartoons related to blender world.

Step2.Send submissions tosandra@blenderart.org.
• Send us a notification on what you want to writeand wecan follow up from there.

Step3.Some guidelines youmust follow.
• Images should be properly cut and represent the
text appropriately.
• Images should be provided seperately in a folder
named (images, img or pictures).
• Images should be named/labled likewise (image1
or img1 etc).
• Provide proper captions for images if and when
needed.
• Image format prefered is PNG but good quality
JPG can also do.
• You can submit inline images in documents like
DOC or Openoffice ODT etc but make sure the images
were properly names before importing them
in docs.
•

Images inside a PDF are a strict no, but a pdf
document with images if provided to show how
the author wants the formating of doc will beappreciated.
• Make sure that screenshots are clear and readable
and the renders should be at least 800px, but
not
• Text should be in either ODT, DOC, TXT or HTML.

Step4.Archive themusing 7zip orRARorlesspreferably zip.
Step5.Additional stuf• Please include the following in youremail:
• Name: This can be your full name or blenderartist
avtar.
• Photograph: As PNG and maximum width of
256Px. (Only if submitting the article for the first
time )
• About yourself: Max 25 words .
• Website: (optional)

Want to write for BlenderArt Magazine ?
HERE IS HOW DISCLAIMER
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